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A new world awaits us

Anisha Yadav
B.A. Pass Course 6th Semester
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Deep in this night a new zeal has taken flight
There is something more to life, today I discovered
It’s not just about love and imagination
But to find a destination
Or to conquer new heights
Deep in this night a new zeal has taken flight.
For life is just not dwelling on dreams
And forgetting living
But also having a heart,
That heart wants to fight and conquer the worldly heights
To maintain balance we must keep on moving
For a new world awaits us
When deep in this night a new zeal has taken flight.
Even though there is darkness at present
But still there shall be a light
For it’s within you.
A closed book life still is
And thousands of pages yet to be read.
Let us not be sad for it might have been
For rejoice what is now,
There will be something new even if
You don’t notice.
I don’t know we shall live forever or not
But I definitely want to live
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Each day at it’s fullest.
And with this the night grew darker,
Sleep conquered my eyes
But I’m sure of one thingWhatever maybe in that tomorrow still
–a new world awaits us.

Getting back to life
My eyes wide open
In the midst of night,
And sooner,
The regrets fill my mind
Or did my heart had a feeling of distress
Whether I’m living or dying each day.

And called a hope from inside me
The day coming is still fresh
For mistakes are parts of life
And there shall be,
Disappointments around the world
Look at that sun that’s weaker in the morn
But gathers strength and courage
As it moves on.
Here I’ll remind you
This is life, and after a loss only we regain
This is life where after thunder follows,
Sunshine and a rainbow
My thoughts are a lot
And it’s hard to sum them up
But I shall cut my thoughts on a note
We all would dance on the music that we love
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I have fallen and rose
And rose and fallen
But still I never gave,
For we need to keep going
And live what we get
But still let’s hope to get same,
As what the cherry trees get from spring.

The poems mentioned are autobiographical by nature. Basically I’ve written them
as a tribute for all my friends during my graduation and now since we all are going
to find a new destination and move forward with our journey It became very hard
for me to express my feelings for them so I thought there had to be poem over here.
With this it also has a feeling of hope for everyone who so ever might be reading
them.
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